Let {cn} With an indeterminate strong Hamburger moment problem there is associated a Nevanlinna matrix of functions ; ÿ; ; holomorphic in C − {0}. These functions have growth properties partly similar to properties of analogous entire functions associated with an indeterminate classical Hamburger moment problem. In this paper we obtain a stronger growth result in the case where the strong Stieltjes moment problem is solvable.
Introduction
The Hamburger Moment Problem (HMP) may be described as follows: Let {c n } ∞ n=0 be a sequence of real numbers. Find conditions for the existence and uniqueness of measures satisfying determines a one-to-one correspondence between all solutions of the HMP and all Pick functions '. Here a Pick function is a function ' holomorphic in the open upper half-plane U and mapping U into the closure of U on the Riemann sphere, the constant ∞ included, whileˆ denotes the Stieltjes transform of :
3)
The functions A; B; C; D are entire transcendental functions of at most minimal type of order 1. That an entire function f is of at most minimal type of order 1 means that for every positive number " there exists a constant M such that
for all z ∈ C: (1.4) (C denotes the ÿnite complex plane.) For detailed treatments of the classical moment problems, see [1, 3, 5-7, 9, 13-15, 22-26] . The Strong Hamburger Moment Problem (SHMP) is deÿned like the classical problem except that the given sequence is a doubly inÿnite sequence {c n } ∞ n=−∞ and the equality (1.1) is required to hold for n = 0; ± 1; ± 2; : : : : In the indeterminate case there exist in this situation functions ; ÿ; ; which are holomorphic in C − {0} such that the formulâ
determines a one-to-one correspondence between all solutions of the SHMP and all Pick functions '. See [19] .
We showed in [20] that these functions ; ÿ; ; satisfy an inequality of the form
However, we were only able to show the validity of such an inequality in every region given by Á6|arg z|6 − Á; Á¿0, with M depending on Á (and ").
In this paper we show that if the SHMP admits a solution supported in [0; ∞), i.e. if the Strong Stieltjes Moment Problem (SSMP) is solvable, then ; ÿ; and satisfy an inequality of the form (1.6) in every angular region given by |arg z|6 − Á; Á¿0.
For earlier work on strong moment problems, see [2, 4, 8, [10] [11] [12] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] .
Orthogonal Laurent polynomials
A Laurent polynomial is an element in the linear space spanned by the monomials z n ; n = 0; ± 1; ± 2 : : : : Let S be the linear functional deÿned on this space by S[z n ] = c n for n = 0; ± 1; ± 2 : : : :
A necessary and su cient condition for the SHMP to be solvable is that S is positive on R, while a necessary and su cient condition for the SSMP to be solvable is that S is positive on R + . (S is said to be positive in
We shall in the following always assume that S is positive on R; and thus that the SHMP is solvable; with all solutions having inÿnite support. (See e.g. [10] .) A (non-degenerate) inner product ; is deÿned on the space of real Laurent polynomials by
By orthonormalization of the basis {1; z −1 ; z; z −2 ; z 2 ; : : : ; z −m ; z m ; : : :} we obtain an orthonormal system of Laurent polynomials {' n } ∞ n=0 . These Laurent polynomials may be written in the form
is called regular if q 2m;−m = 0; q 2m+1; m = 0 for all m. For nonregular sequences some technical complications arise in the treatment of the SHMP, but most of the main results are valid in all cases. When S is positive on R + , and thus the SSMP is solvable, the sequence is always regular. For convenience we shall in the following assume that the sequence {' n } ∞ n=0 is regular also when positivity of S on R + is not assumed.
The associated orthogonal Laurent polynomials n are deÿned by
(the functional operating on its argument as a function of u).
For further reference we state as a proposition the following result on the zeros of ' n and n . (See [10, 12, 17, 19] .) Proposition 2.1. The zeros of ' n and of n are real and simple; and between any two positive (or negative) zeros of ' n there is a zero of n . When S is positive on R + ; all the zeros of ' n and of n are positive. Let x 0 be an arbitrary ÿxed point in R − {0}. We deÿne functions n ; ÿ n ; n ; n by 
The following result on the zeros of n ; ÿ n ; n ; n will be used later.
Proposition 2.2. The zeros of the functions n ; ÿ n ; n ; n are real and simple. If S is positive on R + ; then each of the functions n ; ÿ n ; n ; n has at most one negative zero.
Proof. It is proved in [17] that the quasi-orthogonal polynomial ' n (z) − z (−1) n ' n−1 (z) has only real and simple zeros, at most one of them negative. For a possible common zero of ' n (z) − z
n n−1 (z) we would have n ( )' n−1 ( ) − n−1 ( )' n ( ) = 0. This contradicts the determinant formula for orthogonal and associated orthogonal Laurent polynomials, see e.g. [19, 21] . Thus the two abovementioned Laurent polynomials can have no common zero. Let ( ) and Á( ) be two consecutive positive zeros of ' n (z) − z For more information on orthogonal and quasi-orthogonal Laurent polynomials, see [10, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] .
M obius transformations
We deÿne the quasi-approximants T n (z; t) associated with the moment sequence by
For each z ∈ C − R the mapping
maps the open upper half-plane U onto an open disk n (z) and the boundaryR onto the boundary circle @ n (z). We denote the closed disk n (z) ∪ @ n (z) by n (z). The sequence of disks { n (z)} is nested, and thus the intersection ∞ (z) = ∞ n=1 n (z) is either a single point or a proper closed disk. Moreover, ∞ (z) is either a single point for every z ∈ C − R (limit point case) or a proper disk for every z ∈ C − R (limit circle case).
For each z ∈ C − R we have
: is a solution of the SHMP }:
(Recall the deÿnition (1.3) of the Stieltjes transformˆ .) Thus the SHMP is determinate in the limit point case, indeterminate in the limit circle case.
In the limit point case the series
for all z ∈ C−{R}, while in the limit circle case these series converge locally uniformly in C − {0}. The radius (z) of the disk ∞ (z) is given by
Furthermore, in the limit circle case the sequences { n }; {ÿ n }; { n }; { n } converge locally uniformly in C − {0} to functions ; ÿ; ; . These functions are then holomorphic in C − {0}, and give rise to the correspondence (Nevanlinna parametrization) described in (1.5). They satisfy the equality
The mapping
maps the closed upper half-plane U ∪R onto the disk ∞ (z), the open upper half-plane U onto the interior ∞ (z) and the extended real lineR onto the cicumference @ ∞ (z). For more information on the topics treated in this section, see [11, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] .
Nevanlinna matrices
In analogy with the classical situation (see e.g. [1] ) we call a matrix of the form
a Nevanlinna matrix of functions holomorphic in C − {0} if a; b; c; d are functions holomorphic in C − {0} with essential singularities at the origin, which satisfy
in C − {0} and where for each t ∈R the function
The special functions ; ÿ; ; occuring in connection with an indeterminate SHMP as described in Section 3, constitute such a Nevanlinna matrix. In [20] we studied growth properties of the functions ; ÿ; ; and also 1= . We deÿne for Á ∈ (0; =2) the angular region Á by
A central result of [20] is the following theorem, valid for an arbitrary indeterminate SHMP.
Theorem 4.1. For arbitrary ÿxed numbers Á and "; 0¡Á¡ =2; "¿0; there exists a constant M (Á; ") such that
where f is any of the functions ; ÿ; ; ; 1= .
The main purpose of this paper is to strenghten this result in the situation where the corresponding SSMP is solvable. We deÿne for Á ∈ (0; ) the angular region Á by Á = {z ∈ C − {0}: |arg z|6 − Á}:
(4.5)
We shall prove the following result.
Theorem 4.2. Assume that the SSMP associated with the strong moment sequence is solvable. Then for arbitrary ÿxed numbers Á and "; 0¡Á¡ ; "¿0; there exists a constant H (Á; ") such that
Proof. Set z = Re iÂ and consider the function h R (Â) = |z − | 2 where is some ÿxed number in R. We ÿnd that h R (Â) = R 2 − 2 R cos Â + 2 . Thus h R (Â) is increasing with increasing |Â| when ∈ R + , decreasing with increasing |Â| when ∈ R − . Choose some Á ∈ (0; =2), and consider the function h R for some ∈ R − , e.g. = re −i . We have
and since 2rR6(r + R) 2 =2 we get
This means that
when ∈ R − . Let f n denote one of the functions n ; ÿ n ; n ; n . We know from Proposition 2.2 that f n has at most one negative zero. By using (4.10) and the fact that |z − | is increasing as a function of |Â| for ∈ R + , we ÿnd that |f n (z)|6 1 √ cos Á f n (Re iÁ ) for z ∈ Á − Á : (4.11)
Letting n tend to inÿnity and combining the result with (4.4) for |arg z| = Á we get for all z ∈ Á − Á : for z ∈ Á ; (4.13)
where f is one of the functions ; ÿ; ; . We recall from Proposition 2.1 that all the zeros of ' n are positive. It follows that |' n (Re iÂ )| 2 is increasing as a function of |Â|, and hence from the deÿnition (3.4) that 1= (Re iÂ ) is increasing as a function of |Â|. Combining this with (4.4) for |arg z| = Á we get for all z ∈ Á − Á : 1 (z) 6 1 (Re iÁ ) 6M (Á; ")e "(R+(1=R)) = M (Á; ")e "(|z|+(1=|z|)) : (4.14)
We conclude from (4.14) and Theorem 4.1 that 1 (z) 6M (Á; ")e "(|z|+1=|z|)
for z ∈ Á : (4.15)
The desired result now follows from (4.13) and (4.15).
